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With the rapid popularity of Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology, BIM resources such as building
product libraries are growing rapidly on the World Wide Web. As a result, this also increases the difficulty for
quickly finding useful BIM resources that are sufficiently close to user's specific needs. Keyword-based search
methods have been widely used due to their ease of use, but their search accuracy is often not satisfactory
because of the semantic ambiguity of terminologies in BIM-specific documents and queries. To address this
issue, we develop a prototype semantic search engine, named BIMSeek, for retrieving online BIM resources.
The central work consists of two parts as follows. Firstly, based on Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) which is a
major standard for BIM, a domain ontology is constructed for encoding BIM-specific knowledge into the search
engine. Using the ontology, term`inologies in BIM documents can be disambiguated and indexed. Secondly, by
combining the ontology and local context analysis technique, an automatic query expansionmethod is presented
for improving retrieval performance. Compared with traditional keyword-based methods and WordNet-based
query expansionmethods, the experimental results demonstrate that ourmethod outperforms them. The search
engine is available at http://cgcad.thss.tsinghua.edu.cn/liuyushen/ifcqe/.
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1. Introduction

Building InformationModeling (BIM) technology has been receiving
an increasing attention in the AEC (Architecture, Engineering and
Construction) industry [1]. Compared with the traditional Computer
Aided Design (CAD) technology, BIM is capable of restoring both geo-
metric and rich semantic information of building models, as well as
their relationships, to support lifecycle data sharing. With the rapid
popularity of BIM technology in the AEC field, BIM resources such as
building product libraries are growing rapidly on the World Wide
Web (WWW). For instance, the well-known Autodesk Seek [2] is an
online system, which provides a large repository of building products
on its website and allows users to find a wide variety of BIM products
from manufacturers. It currently carries more than 65,000 commercial
and residential building products from nearly 1000 manufacturers,
and is still growing daily. BIMobject [3] is another widely visited
website, which contains over 450,000 BIM models with the product
data and properties. Other online libraries such as National BIM Library
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[4], Google 3D Warehouse [5], SmartBIM [6] and many active online
communities (e.g., RevitCity [7]) also contain a large number of
information contents of building products related to BIM models.

However, the large amount of online BIM resources also increases
the difficulty for quickly finding useful information that are sufficiently
close to user's specific needs. In the engineeringfield, some studies have
reported that engineers spent a large amount of time in searching for
information [8–10]. In the AEC field, the percentage of time spending
on search might be higher. To search online BIM documents quickly
and accurately, existing information retrieval approaches should be
appropriately adopted for possible improvement. The current practice
in information retrieval (IR) mostly relies on keyword-based search
methods, which can provide an easyway to quickly retrieve documents.
However, search accuracy of traditional keyword-based retrieval
models, such as Boolean model, vector space model, or probabilistic
model, has been often problematic because of the semantic ambiguity
of terminologies in BIM documents and queries. The semantic ambigu-
ity in BIM documents can be alleviated by using a domain ontology.
Meanwhile, the user's query can be expanded with domain-specific
terms to improve the accuracy of the search result.

This paper aims to study the particular problem for retrieving
online BIM documents. To achieve this purpose, we develop a proto-
type semantic search engine, named BIMSeek, by combining
the usability of keyword-based interface with automatic query
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expansion techniques. The central work consists of two parts as
follows. Firstly, based on Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [11]
which is a major standard for BIM, a domain ontology named
IFC IR Ontology is constructed for encoding BIM-specific knowledge
into the search engine. Using the ontology, terminologies in BIM
documents can be disambiguated and indexed. Secondly, by com-
bining the domain ontology and local context analysis (LCA) tech-
nique [12,13], an automatic query expansion method is presented
for improving retrieval performance. Here, LCA is used to select
query expansion terms based on co-occurrence with the query
terms within the top-ranked documents. Compared with traditional
keyword-based methods and WordNet-based query expansion
methods, the experimental results demonstrate that our method
outperforms them.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related work. Section 3 gives the objective of our study. Section 4
introduces the construction process of IFC-based ontology. Section 5
describes our query expansion algorithm based on the ontology.
Section 6 illustrates our search engine and demonstrates the experi-
mental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses
the limitations and future work.

2. Related work

Most traditional keyword-based search approaches are based on the
vector space model (VSM) [14]. In this model, documents and queries
are represented as a vector of term weights and the retrieval is done
according to the similarity between these vectors. In essence, such
approaches try to derive the meaning of the text from the observable
syntactic and statistical behaviors without representing the meaning
directly. However, these approaches have the ambiguity problem for
retrieving online BIM documents. The main reason for the problem is
that BIM documents are different from general documents because of
their syntax variations and semantic complexities. For instance, online
BIM documents are often organized by different information providers,
and it is not easy to formulate the well-designed queries for the end-
users. As a result, some documents, which do not contain the query
terms, may not be returned to the user even though they are semanti-
cally relevant to the given query.

To handle such problem, one possible way is to use semantic-based
IR approaches, in which the search does not completely rely on exact
term matching. Instead, such approaches usually seek to improve
retrieval accuracy by attempting to encode the user's searching intent
and the contextual meaning of terms in documents. Semantic-based
IR approaches could be roughly categorized as either explicit or implicit,
according to whether an explicit concept space is defined and utilized.
An implicit technique aims to analyze and explore the hidden relation-
ships between a set of documents and the terms, without requiring the
concepts defined explicitly. Existing implicit approaches include local
context analysis (LCA) [12,13], latent semantic analysis (LSA) [15],
probabilistic LSA (pLSA) [16], latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [17],
etc. In contrary, an explicit technique tries to extract the explicit
semantic definitions between words and terms as well as the relation-
ships between them, such as synonym, hyponym and hypernym.
These definitions and relationships are usually represented in some
form of linked data such as taxonomy, thesaurus or ontology. Existing
explicit approaches such as ontology-based query expansion [18],
semantic indexing [19], explicit semantic analysis (ESA) [20] and gran-
ularity analysis [21] have been developed for improving the semantic-
based retrieval.

In the last few years, some semantic-based IR techniques have been
devoted to the study of information retrieval systems for the engineer-
ingfield [9,10,22–27].Many of themdealtwith semantic representation
or domain ontology construction for applying to various engineering
fields. Li et al. [10] developed an engineering ontology in mechanical
design and manufacturing, and applied the ontology to index and
retrieve unstructured engineering documents and CAD drawings. Lin
et al. [23] introduced some text-based information retrieval experi-
ments in the AEC industry, and described an AEC online product search
engine by incorporating domain knowledge and IR techniques [24].
Rezgui [27] used domain knowledge to formulate an ontology that as-
sists in indexing and retrieving construction documents in e-COGNOS
system. Weissman et al. [26] proposed a computational framework for
authoring and searching product design specification documents using
semantic mapping. Demian and Balatsoukas [22] investigated the
effects of search result interfaces (particularly the aspects of granularity
and context) in systems for searching archives of construction do-
cuments. Lin et al. [25] presented a passage partitioning approach
according to domain ontology, and applied the approach to a concept-
based IR system for engineering domain-specific technical documents.
More recently, Hahm et al. [9] introduced a personalized query ex-
pansion approach for engineering document retrieval based on a self-
constructed engineering ontology.

Among the IR techniques in the engineering field, it is noteworthy
that query expansion approaches [18] which aim to overcome the
ambiguity of natural language and also the difficulty in using a single
term to represent an abstract concept. It is generally conducted by
supplementing original queried terms by morphological variations or
semantically related terms, so the performance degradation caused by
syntax variation and semantic complexity of BIM documents can be
overcome with query expansion. Query expansion can be classified
as interactive, manual, or automatic approaches according to their
strategies [18], where automatic query expansion is an alternative
strategy for domain-specific retrieval by employing taxonomy (e.g.,
WordNet) or domain-specific ontology. Considering the characteristics
of BIM documents, automatic query expansion based on BIM-specific
ontology is an appropriate strategy because ambiguous and complicat-
ed queried keywords can be disambiguated and interpreted by the
ontology. Also, terminologies in BIM documents can be disambiguated
and indexed with the ontology. As a result, the user's short queries
can be expanded and matched to syntax varied and semantically
complicated documents. By combining query expansion with domain
ontology, there have been several search engines on information
retrieval in the engineering domain [9,10,24,25,27]. However, they are
still limited to their ontology sources and the needs of particular
applications as follows. Firstly, most of existing studies focus on retriev-
ing the controlled collection of engineering documents, rather than
Web-centric BIM resources. Secondly, existing methods are mainly
based on explicit semantic-based IR techniques, which are limited
to the capability of hand-crafted ontology or thesaurus and cannot
fully fulfill the retrieval task for dynamically changed Web-based
BIM resources. Thirdly, ontologies of existing IR approaches lack the
utilization of BIM-specific domain knowledge for online document
retrieval.

As the commonly used data exchange standard for BIM, Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC) [11] led by the buildingSMART, formerly
known as International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI), plays a crucial
role to facilitate interoperability between various software platforms in
the AEC industry. To date, the IFC standard has been widely supported
by the market-leading BIM software vendors. As the most widely used
taxonomy and specification in BIM applications, the underlying IFC
specification is therefore our preferred candidate semantic resource,
which provides a sharable skeleton on which the BIM-oriented IR
ontology can be built. Recently, several IFC-based ontologies have
been studied for particular application needs [28–32]. For instance,
Pauwels et al. [31] applied an IFC ontology to semantic rule checking.
Beetz et al. [29] presented an approach for converting the IFC schema
into the OWL format, which is a remarkable effort to lift the IFC
specification onto the ontology level. Zhang and Issa [28] used an IFC on-
tology to extract partial model from a complete IFC model. In addition,
several applications also used IFC ontologies for querying spatial infor-
mation within a BIM model [32,33].
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The common strategies mentioned in previous studies [28–31] are
to utilize their respective ontologies for extracting specific information
from an IFC file itself, whereas the currently available IFC files are
relatively few on the WWW. In practice, a large number of available
onlineBIM resources consist of BIMcomponents/models (in their native
file formats but without providing IFC files), and these models are
associated with their online product documents (e.g., descriptions or
specifications). Therefore, merely parsing and retrieving IFC files cannot
take full advantage of the abundant online BIM resources. In contrast,
this paper develops a BIM-specific IR ontology based on the IFC schema,
and applies the ontology to retrieve online BIM documents rather than
IFC files. To alleviate the insufficiency of hand-crafted ontology, our
method combines the explicit semantic technique (i.e., ontology-
based query expansion) with the implicit semantic technique (i.e.,
local context analysis [13]). Consequently, our search engine can cover
more widely online BIM resources for information retrieval.

3. Objective and methodology

Building product webpage on BIM resource libraries (e.g., [2,4,6])
typically contains BIM models associated with product documents
(e.g., specifications and descriptions of the objective products), as
shown in Fig. 1. The BIMmodels are normally in their native file format
dependent on various BIM software vendors (e.g., Autodesk Revit,
Bentley Architecture and Graphisoft ArchiCAD) or in industry-neutral
file format (e.g., IFC/ifcXML). The relevant product documents on the
Fig. 1. Illustration of building product webpages that contain BIM models associate
Web are the textual contents for describing BIM models including
their functions, dimensions, materials, performances, manufacturers,
etc. These product documents are independent of BIM model file
format. In particular, much information is embedded in textual BIM
documents generated during design and construction phases [22].
Most online BIM documents are unstructured, in contrast to structured
contents (e.g., BIMmodels or database tables) following a strict schema.

In order to retrieve online BIM resources, we have developed a
prototype search engine, i.e., BIMSeek, which contains two individual
modules: document search module andmodel search module. The former
that will be described in this paper focuses on the problem of retrieving
online BIM documents by incorporating the domain ontology and query
expansion techniques. The latter that is an ongoingwork deals with the
problem of searching online BIM models by incorporating the same
ontology and structured query techniques. Although the two modules
in BIMSeek process different contents (documents or models) of online
BIM resources, they are all based on the commonontology, named IFC IR
Ontology developed in this paper (see Section 4), for the semantic
search engine. In this paper, only the hierarchical and enumeration
relationships of the ontology are utilized for retrieving BIM documents.
However, in themodel searchmodule, the properties and restrictions of
the same ontology are also utilized for searching BIM models, where
BIM models are converted into OWL (Ontology Web Language)
instances and the user queries are transformed into SPARQL. Also, it is
interesting to make use of document and model information together
for improving search accuracy and performance in BIMSeek. In this
d with product documents (including product specification and description).
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way, more relevant BIM resources might be retrieved for the user, and
we leave this study to our future work. In addition, the IFC ontology
built in this paper is also used for another module, named BIMTag
[34], as part of BIMSeek. Using the ontology, BIMTag achieved semantic
annotation for online BIM documents.

The purpose of this study is to use the ontology to process the
contextual meaning of terms for retrieving online BIM documents.
Based on the ontology, we typically choose automatic query expansion
techniques to enhance retrieval performance by reflecting the user's
needs. Since automatic query expansion techniques require no effort
on the part of the user, they have a significant advantage over manual
techniques. Automatic query expansion can be categorized as either
global or local [13]. Global techniques rely on analysis of the whole
corpus for the source of expansion terms,while local techniques process
a small number of top-ranked documents retrieved for a query to
expand that query. In information retrieval, query expansion is the
first step of semantic search [18,19], which reformulates a given query
to increase the likelihood of the term overlap between the query and
documents that are likely to be relevant to the user's needs. If used
together with an effective word sense disambiguation (WSD) algo-
rithm, query expansion can improve retrieval performance. However,
simply using a thesaurus or ontology for automatic query expansion
still has some limitations, which could be overcome through using
global statistics, such as the document frequency of the query terms,
for selecting expansion terms [13].

On the one hand, query expansionwithout aWSD algorithmor with
a poor WSD may cause degradation in retrieval performance, which is
mainly caused by the irrelevant terms added to the query. This limita-
tion can be alleviated by combining query expansion with local context
analysis (LCA) technique [12,13], where query expansion terms are
selected based on co-occurrence with the query terms within the top-
ranked documents. With the combination of LCA, query expansion
terms generated from thesaurus or ontology undergo a statistical
inspection, and consequently some irrelevant expansion terms won't
be used for retrieval. On the other hand, ontology-based query expan-
sion may miss some possible expansion terms, which are not defined
in thesaurus or ontology but have statistical dependencies with the
user's query in corpus. This limitation can be overcome by computing
statistical relevance between terms in the most relevant documents,
and then these statistical relevant terms are added to the expansion
terms for retrieval.

By combining the domain ontology and LCA technique [12,13], this
paper introduces an automatic query expansion method to improve
retrieval performance for online BIM documents.

4. Development of IFC IR Ontology

To achieve the semantic search engine for online BIM documents,
the principal work relies on two aspects: (1) how to construct a
BIM-oriented ontology for the needs of IR and (2) how to utilize IR
techniques to retrieve BIM documents based on the ontology. The
former is introduced in this section and the latter will be presented in
Section 5. This section first summarizes some basic concepts of the
domain ontology, then argues the IFC specification [11] as a semantic
foundation for our purpose, and finally introduces a method for deve-
loping the IFC IR Ontology.

In computer science and information science, an ontology is defined
as “formal, explicit specification of shared conceptualization” [35].
Ontologies can be roughly divided into two categories: general ontology
and domain ontology. The interest of general ontology is the whole
world, while domain ontology focuses on specification of particular
domain conceptualization. Although some general ontologies (e.g.,
WordNet [36]) contain a large number of general concepts, they are
not designed for domain-specific retrieval, which may lead to inaccu-
rate description of concepts in the AEC domain. In contrast, domain
ontology is a representation of semantics in particular domain, which
often consists of a hierarchical description of important concepts
precisely defined in the domain, along with description of properties
of each concept [37]. Domain ontology is considered as a key element
to enhance domain-specific IR [35]. It has a variety of representation
forms, among which OWL is selected as the modeling language in this
study. With the syntax extension from RDF (Resource Description
Framework) — a lightweight representation for data and knowledge,
OWL has been proposed by W3C as the ontology language of Semantic
Web [38].

There are various methods for constructing domain ontologies, such
as TOVE, IDEF5, Skeleton, KACTUS, SEN-SUS, METHONTOLOG and
Seven-Step methods. Among them the Seven-Step method [39] is
regarded as themature one. It was developed by the School of Medicine
in Stanford University, as well as the most widely used ontology editor
Protégé [40]. The Seven-Step method is also the only one which strictly
conforms to Gruber's five basic principles of ontology construction [35].
Following the general principles of ontology construction and the
Seven-Step method, construction of IFC IR Ontology is essentially a
process of conceptualizing and formalizing BIM knowledge from
the IFC schema. By following the ontology development process of
Seven-Step method, we give the main procedure of constructing IFC IR
Ontology as follows.

4.1. Step 1: determining the domain and scope of ontology

The first step of Seven-Step method is to define the domain and
scope of the ontology. It is an important step forminimizing the amount
of data and concepts to be analyzed, especially for the extent and
complexity of BIM-related semantics. During the ontology-design
process, it may be adjusted if necessary.

The ontology discussed in thisworkmainlymeets the needs of infor-
mation retrieval, which enables architects, engineers and other design
professionals to find useful BIM resources quickly. Therefore, it includes
specific concepts related to AEC product information belonging to the
product lifecycle phases (design, manufacturing, assembly, etc.). In
addition, since online BIM documents are generally organized by
different information providers, which often use natural languages for
describing the textual contents of documents, our ontology should
also include natural language ontologies for capturing terminologies in
documents and queries.

4.2. Step 2: selecting and reusing existing resources

The second step of Seven-Stepmethod is to consider reusing existing
semantic resources for our particular domain and task. Several well-
known semantic resources have been developed for various AEC appli-
cations, and they have the potential to be enhanced as domain ontology
for retrieving online BIM documents [27,41]. The most notable ef-
forts [27,41] include: ISO 12006-2, Uniclass, OmniClass, Industrial
Foundation Classes (IFC) [11], etc. Among these existing semantic
resources, structured taxonomies deserve particular attention. How-
ever, since improper taxonomies have the opposite effects leading to
confusion anddifficulty to retrieve [27], a properly structured taxonomy
should be carefully selected to meet our needs.

As a relative new field, ontology research for BIM resources is still
rare, which needsmore exploration. In this study, the IFC4 specification
[11] is typically selected as the backbone of IFC IR Ontology. This
paper aims to reuse rich semantic contents of newly developed IFC
specification without having to understand the complex technical
issues of IFC for information seekers. In addition, many general
ontologies such as WordNet, EuroWordNet and Cyc are already
available in electronic form, so we typically select WordNet [36] as a
common lexical database for the English language. In this paper,
WordNet will be combined with domain ontology to process termino-
logies in BIM documents and queries.
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4.3. Step 3: enumerating important terms in the ontology

The third step of Seven-Step method is to enumerate important
terms in the ontology. In this work, our goal is to recognize the impor-
tant terms in IFC specification to establish the ontology structure.
Initially, it is important to get a comprehensive list of terms without
worrying about overlap between concepts. Therefore, the key point
lies on how to obtain a comprehensive list of concepts from the IFC
specification.

The IFC4 specification is the latest version of IFC standard, and it
enhances the capability of previous IFC specifications in several areas
of building elements, building service elements and structural elements
and accompanying basic definitions. Currently, it contains 766 entities,
206 groups of enumeration types, 408 groups of property sets, 1691
individual properties, and lots of defined types, select types, quantity
sets, functions and rules. We confine important terms to IfcObject in
IFC specification, excluding the others. Currently, we have manually
extracted 248 entities, 140 type enumerations, and 583 enumeration
items from the IFC4 schema as the important terms of IFC IR Ontology.

However, the IFC schema was designed for computer instead of
human readability, which follows a special formalized naming conven-
tion. For example, the names of types, entities, rules and functions in IFC
start with the prefix “Ifc” and continue with the English words in Camel
Case naming convention (no underscore, first letter in word in upper
case). Therefore, they should be refined by the process of segmenting
the names of entity, removing the prefix and eliminating redundancy,
for IR purpose. This process is semi-automatically done in our work.

4.4. Step 4: defining the classes and class hierarchy

The fourth step is to define the classes and the class hierarchy. There
are three possible approaches in developing the class hierarchy [42],
including (1) the top-down approach, (2) the bottom-up approach,
and (3) a combination development process. None of these three
methods is inherently better than any of the others. Considering the
consistency of our model, we adopt the first one (i.e., the top-down
approach) in our work to avoid the duplication of works and the
inconsistency of knowledge.

Since the IFC specification has been defined as a hierarchical struc-
ture, its structure can be directly adopted in the class hierarchy of
IFC IR Ontology. On the top of the ontology, we use the EXPRESS entity
relationship directly, that is to say, we can map directly entities as
well as their subtypes and supertypes (profiting from OWL classes
inheritance). Afterwards, we treat the element's enumeration type
as its subclasses. For example, the concept “covering” has the
enumeration type (including “membrane”, “cladding”, “insulation”,
“roofing”, “modeling”, “ceiling”, “flooring”, “wrapping”, etc.) according
to the IFC schema. And, these types are connected to their superclass
(i.e., “covering”) to define the class hierarchy in the ontology.

Table 1 gives the outline of concepts in the resulting IFC IR Ontology
and Fig. 2 shows a portion of class hierarchy in the ontology. In Fig. 2, the
concept Covering inherited from the class Object has a property
PredefinedType mapped to Covering Type Enumeration. An Object is the
generalization of any semantically treated thing or process. In IFC4
specification, Object is the supertype of Actor, Control, Group, Process,
Product, and Resource, which consists of the first level of IFC IR Ontology
Table 1
The outline of concepts in the resulting IFC IR Ontology.

Taxonomies Number of concepts Example of concepts Acquisition resources

Actor 2 Occupant IfcActor
Control 11 Project order IfcControl
Group 12 Building system IfcGroup
Process 4 Task IfcProcess
Product 211 Covering IfcProduct
Resource 8 Crew resource IfcResource
(see Table 1). In addition, IFC IR Ontology comprises a variety of
relationships, for example “PredefinedType”, “OperationType”. There are
totally 140 enumeration types related by these relationships.

4.5. Step 5: define the properties of classes

The hierarchical structure is just a frame for the concept system
which cannot reflect the varied relations between the concepts.
Therefore, we need to describe and define the properties of classes in
this step. These properties become slots attached to the classes. Slots
are the descriptors used for describing the properties of classes and
instances. We define the domain/range of the properties according to
the applicable classes and DataType in the XML specification of the
property set (Pset) of IFC 4. The OWL datatype property is used to
represent the EXPRESS simple attributes, and the OWL object property
represents named attributes. As an example of properties in IFC IR
Ontology, the properties of class “door” are defined with “Acoustic
Rating”, “Thermal Transmittance”, “Status”, “Self Closing”, “Smoke
Stop”, “Durability Rating”, “Has Drive”, “Is External”, “Glazing Area
Fraction”, “Hydrothermal Rating”, “Infiltration”, “Fire Exit”, “Security
Rating”, “Handicap Accessible”, “Reference” and “Fire Rating”.

4.6. Step 6: defining the facets of the slots

The slots of classes may have different facets to describe the value
type, allowed values, the number of the values (cardinality), and other
features of the values the slot can take. The conversion of EXPRESS
simple types (String, Integer, Real, Binary, Boolean, Logical) is direct,
as they have equivalents in OWL (XSD types). For instance, String type
is directly mapped into xsd:string type. And, the value of “Fire Rating”
in IFC (in a common property set of “door”) is IfcLabel, we directly
map it to xsd:string type. As a result, “Fire Rating” becomes a slot of
class “door”, whose type is string in OWL.

Besides mapping the value type of the slots from EXPRESS to OWL,
we also represent the allowed value types with OWL rules, and
the allowed number of the values with OWL cardinality restriction ac-
cording to the EXPRESS attribute's optional flag.

4.7. Step 7: creating the instances

The last step of Seven-Step method is to create individual instances
of classes in the hierarchy. However, since our goal in this study is
information retrieval of unstructured BIM documents with the help of
IFC IR Ontology, we don't have to use the instances of IFC files.
Consequently, converting an IFC file to its ontology instance is not
necessary for our current application. Of course, it is also interesting to
explore information retrieval of IFC instance files, which is the future
work in BIMSeek development.

5. Automatic query expansion process

With reference to IFC IR Ontology, this section presents an auto-
matic query expansion method for retrieving online BIM documents.
Starting with query words as the input in the search engine, our
algorithm mainly consists of four steps: generating the candidate
concepts, expanding the candidate concepts, query pruning and
keyword matching. The main procedure of our algorithm is shown
in Fig. 3. The following will introduce each step in detail.

5.1. Step 1: generate the candidate concepts

The users may not always formulate their search queries using
the standardized concepts in IFC specification, so the original query
terms are not suitable for direct searching. To execute the semantic
search, we should identify the “meaning” of every term in the user's
query, so that a matching concept in the IFC IR Ontology can be found.
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This is a necessary step to semantic retrieval, through which semantics
of the terms appearing in the user's querywill be automatically replaced
by the standardized concepts in the ontology.

The first step of our algorithmpreprocesses the simple noun phrases
in the user's query, and generates the candidate concepts corresponding
to IFC IR Ontology. In our implementation, we first useWordNet to find
the synonyms for each query term, and then generate the candidate
concepts of the query term bymatching the domain ontology.WordNet
[36] is a large lexical database of English, in which nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms
(synsets). With reference to a generic lexicon in WordNet, a list of
candidate concepts can be produced for further retrieval. For instance,
the terms “cover”, “screening”, “masking”, “coating” and “application”
are the synonyms of “covering” in WordNet, while only “covering” is
the standardized concept in IFC IR ontology. When some synonyms
words of “covering” appear to the user's query, the “covering” will be
located as a candidate concept.

However, WordNet, as the generic lexicon rather than domain
ontology, often contains a large number of concepts that are not
relevant to the target domain. As a result, these irrelevant concepts
may lead to an inaccurate estimation of concept specificity and informa-
tion retrieval. For example, “application” should not be regarded as the
candidate concept of query “covering” in BIM-specific domain. To
address this issue, a context-based method for concept identification
can reduce the incorrect mapping, which will be illustrated in
Section 5.3.

5.2. Step 2: expand the candidate concepts

Based on WordNet, Step 1 only generates some candidate concepts
for the user's query in a level of word-concept matching. In information
retrieval, the user-entered query is usually simple and short, and it is
hard for a search engine to completely express the user's information
needs. In order to represent the information seeker's needs in BIM-
specific domain, the candidate concepts can be further expanded by
utilizing the relationships between concepts in IFC IR Ontology. The
expanded concepts will be added to the query to improve the accuracy
and coverage in retrieval.

In the second step of our algorithm, a concept expansion algorithm is
proposed based on the relationships between concepts in IFC IR
Ontology. The key task lies on how to compute the relatedness between
two concepts in the ontology. In our implementation, each candidate
concept is expanded through its neighborhood over the ontology to
yield more concepts close to the candidate concept semantically. The
extent of the neighborhood is governed by the relatedness function, as
will be shown in Eq. (1). Especially, each expanded concept in the
neighborhood is associated with a relatedness value according to its
distance to the candidate concept. There are various relationships
(including subclass, superclass, type enumeration etc.) between
concepts in IFC specification. Therefore, the concepts, which have the
above IFC relationships with each candidate concept, will be added
to the new query terms, i.e., expanded concepts. Here, a semantic rela-
tedness function between the candidate concept and its expanded con-
cept is addressed for measuring the expansion range. The expansion
process will be terminated when the value of semantic relatedness is
less than a predefined threshold.

There are several measures of semantic relatedness, such as Leacock–
Chodorow measure [43], Jiang–Conrath measure [44], Lin measure [45],
Resnik measure [46] and Wu–Palmer measure [47]. The measures of
Lin, Resnik and Jiang–Conrath are based on the notion of information
content. In contrast, the Leacock–Chodorow measure is based on path-
length, which was found more effective than information content-based
relatedness measures [46]. In this section, we choose the Leacock–
Chodorow measure [43] for building the semantic relatedness function,
where the semantic relatedness between two concepts is estimated
based on the conceptual links (i.e., the distance) between these concepts
with reference to IFC IR Ontology. The smaller the distance between two
concepts, the higher the semantic relatedness between the two concepts
will be. Therefore, the semantic relatedness is inversely proportional
to the semantic distance in the ontology. Our semantic relatedness function
is defined by

RelIFC c; cið Þ ¼ − log
len c; cið Þ
2Depth

; ð1Þ

where c is a query concept in IFC IR Ontology, ci is the i-th concept related
to c in its neighborhood, Depth is themaximal tree depth of the ontology.
Especially, len(c, ci) is the shortest path between c and ci in IFC IR
Ontology, which is calculated as the edge number on the shortest path
(in practice, plus 1 to avoid that the value is zero). In Eq. (1), RelIFC(c, ci)
is the semantic relatedness functionwhich takes into account the shortest
path len(c, ci) between two concepts c and ci defined in IFC IR Ontology.
The factor of 2 in the denominator is used to represent the possible
maximum length between two concepts. The distance between two
concepts reaches the maximum length when they are both leaf nodes
and the only common ancestor of them is the root node. This definition
guarantees that in any circumstances, the relevance value between two
concepts won't be less than 0.



Fig. 3. The main procedure of our algorithm.
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As an example in Fig. 2, the concept “covering” can be expanded to
some subclasses (“membrane”, “cladding”, “insulation”, “roofing”,
“modeling”, “ceiling”, “flooring”, “wrapping”, etc.) in the 1-level
hyponym expansion mode. Considering the concepts “covering” and its
subclass “membrane”, the Depth is equal to 6 and len(⋅) is equal to 2.
Accordingly, the IFC relatedness between “covering” and “membrane” is:

RelIFC ‘‘covering′
′
; ‘‘membrane′

′
� �

¼ −log
2

2� 6
¼ 0:778:

At the end of Step 2, we obtain the expanded concepts and their
semantic relatedness values, where all the expanded concepts are
saved as a set denoted by ExpansionSet.
5.3. Step 3: prune the irrelevant concepts

As discussed in Step 1 and Step 2, the original query terms are
mapped into the IFC concepts, and then these concepts are expanded
to a set of related concepts to formulate the appropriate domain-
specific query. However, simple concept mapping and expansion may
have some shortages as follows.

1 The “incorrect mapping” problem. As discussed in Section 5.1,
WordNet, as a generic lexicon rather than domain ontology, often
contains a large number of synonyms that are irrelevant to BIM-
specific domain. As a result, these irrelevant concepts may lead to an
inaccurate estimation of concept specificity and information retrieval.

2 The “overexpansion” problem. The expansion of concepts is based on
the relationships defined in the IFC specification, which are usually
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made by some professionals. These relationships are independent of
the document corpus in the domain. In practice, some expanded
concepts that are irrelevant to the original query will be harmful to
the retrieval, resulting in topic dilution of documents.

To solve the above problems, we use a statistical method to examine
the relatedness between concepts. In this step, we utilize local context
analysis (LCA) [12,13] for improving IFC-based concept expansion.
LCA acquires statistical relatedness between concepts and query terms
according to co-occurrence analysis of the concepts with the query
terms in top n passages retrieved by the query.

In our implementation, we first use a standard IR system to retrieve
the top n ranked passages in the corpus. Then these top-ranked
passages are used as the local “context” of the query terms, and the
“context” is used to analyze the co-occurrence of the related concepts
and the query terms. The concepts, expanded in Section 5.2, are
accepted according to a function of the frequencies of occurrence of
the query terms and co-occurrence concepts in the retrieved passages,
and the inverse passage frequencies for the entire collection of those
terms and concepts. Only the concepts that have strong relationship
are kept for final retrieval. Since the textual contents of online BIM
documents are usually short and each document usually has one single
topic rather than multiple topics, the passage in our study is defined as
the whole document in a webpage.

Given a user's query Q, we adopt LCA [12,13] to compute the
statistic relatedness measure between an IFC concept c and Q, as
defined by

RelLCA c;Qð Þ ¼ ∏
ti∈Q

δþ co c; tið Þð Þ; ð2Þ

where co(c, ti) denotes the co-occurrence degree between the
concept c and each term ti in the query Q, which is computed using
the term frequency (tf) in the top-ranked documents and inverse
document frequency (idf) in the corpus [12,13]. δ is a small positive
constant (e.g., δ = 0.1) to avoid that the value of RelLCA is zero. Mul-
tiplication in Eq. (2) is used to emphasize co-occurrence with all
query terms.

- Against the “incorrect mapping” problem. For a concept c in the
expanded concepts ExpansionSet, generated in Section 5.2, if the average
of RelLCA values of concepts expanded from c is very small, it suggests
that these expanded concepts are statistically irrelevant to the user's
query through analyzing the document corpus. For example, as stated
in Section 5.1, the terms “cover”, “screening”, “masking”, “coating” and
“application” are initially mapped to the IFC concept “covering”.
However, the retrieval documents using query term “application”
barely include any other related concepts of “covering”. Hence the
mapping from term “application” to concept “covering” is regarded as
an incorrect mapping. Then all the concepts expanded from “covering”
in ExpansionSet, including “membrane”, “wrapping”, etc., should be
removed.

- Against the “overexpansion” problem. The concepts in
ExpansionSet, which have the small values of RelLCA (e.g., less than
a predefined threshold 0.3), are removed from the ExpansionSet.
This means that the expanded concepts with small RelLCA values
are not quite relevant to the original query. After pruning the irrel-
evant concepts, the remaining part in ExpansionSet is added to the
final query terms. For example, the mapping from the query term
“masking” to IFC concept “covering” can be accepted according to
the above principle. However, some of the expanded concepts, like
“skirting board” has the relatively small RelLCA values, hence are
abandoned from ExpansionSet in our algorithm.

After pruning all irrelevant concepts from the ExpansionSet, the final
relatedness weight of each concept in ExpansionSet can be calculated by
combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Given a query concept c and its expanded
ci in ExpansionSet, the relatedness weight between ci and the user's
query Q is defined by

ω ci;Q
� �

¼
α⋅RelIFC ci; cð Þ⋅RelLCA ci;Q

� �

α⋅RelIFC ci; cð Þ þ RelLCA ci;Q
� � ; ð3Þ

where α is the importance factor (we typically set α = 1.0 in our
implementation).

5.4. Step 4: rank the documents of BIM resources

After the user's query is expanded by IFC IR Ontology and LCA,
document ranking can be implemented based on each document's
score against the query. The ranking process uses the vector space
model (VSM) [14] to determine how relevant a given document is to
the user's query. In the process, a Boolean model is first used to narrow
down the documents that need to be scored based on the use of Boolean
logic in query specification. Then, these resultant documents are ranked
based on their matching scores between the query vector and their
document vectors using the VSM. In the VSM implemented in this
research, the expanded concepts are associated with the weights
computed in Eq. (3). The score between the user's query Q and a docu-
ment D in corpus is denoted by

score Q ;Dð Þ ¼ 1

VQ
�!���

���
∑
t∈Q

tf t;Dð Þ⋅idf tð Þ2⋅ω t;Qð Þ⋅ 1

VD
→���

���

2
64

3
75 ð4Þ

where t is a term in the query Q, VQ
�!

is the query vector of user's query

Q, VD
�!

is the document's vector of D. tf(⋅) is the term frequency in
document D, which measures how often a term appears in the docu-
ment. idf(⋅) is the inverse document frequency, whichmeasures how
often the term appears in document corpus. ω(t, Q) is the weight,
calculated by Eq. (3), measuring the importance of each query term
t in the query Q.

6. Experimental results

6.1. System overview

By combining the usability of keyword-based interface with auto-
matic query expansion techniques, we have developed a semantic
search engine, named BIMSeek, for retrieving online BIM documents.
The presented search engine is a query-driven information retrieval
system, which automatically expands the user's query based on the
ontology and then ranks BIM document repositories by analyzing the
semantic details carried by such documents. For intuitively showing
the ontology's concepts associated with the user's query, an ontology
navigation toolbar is also developed. The toolbar provides a dynamic
navigation way, which allows the user to manually refine the query
through exploring the related concepts.

Fig. 4 shows a snapshot view of the main interface of our search
engine, which consists of four parts. First, the user inputs a specific
query on the top-left (see “Query Area”). Then, the system auto-
matically ranks online BIM documents and displays the search results
produced by our algorithm on the bottom-left (see “Result Area”).
The ontology navigation toolbar on the top-right allows the user to
manually refine the query through clicking on the related concepts
(see “Navigation Bar”). Alternatively, one can adjust the algorithm
parameters for refining search through the control panel on the
bottom-right (see “Parameter Panel”).

In the process of building IFC IR Ontology in Section 4, we use
OntoSTEP, a Protégé EXPRESS tool [40], to semi-automatically construct
a raw IFC IR Ontology, and this rawontology is used for further ontology



Fig. 4. The screenshot of our search engine. It allows a user to specify a search query using keywords. Then it returns the ranked results related to online BIM resources. The usermay refine
the search through clicking on “Navigation Bar” for accessing the query-related concepts. The algorithm parameters can be alternatively adjusted through the “Parameter Panel”.

(a) Rank 1 using our method (b) Rank 2 using our method (c) Rank 3 using our method

(d) Rank 1 using Lucene (e) Rank 2 using Lucene (f) Rank 3 using Lucene

Fig. 5.Comparisonof search results between ourmethod and traditional keyword-based search (Lucene [48]). For the same test query “railing”, thewebpages corresponding to top3 query
results (from left to right) are typically selected for displaying, where the top row shows our ranking results and the bottom row shows the ones using Lucene system.
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Fig. 6. The precision–recall curves of retrieval results using our method and other
methods.
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refinement. Then the built ontology is automatically converted into
OWL structured form. In the process of semantic retrieval in Section 5,
the toolkit OWLAPI, a semantic system framework, is used for handling
ontology and OWL language. The indexing and ranking are offered by
Apache Lucene, and Apache NutchWeb Crawler is used to collect online
BIM documents.

The search system developed in this work has been designed to be a
flexible tool to test different retrievalmethods. The systemalso provides
a friendly interface for the user, in which the user can modify several
simple parameters for adjusting the search results. In this section, all
the experiments are run on a 2.80 GHz processor with 4 GB memory
under Windows 7.

6.2. Evaluation

In the experiments, the comparison between our method and
keyword-based search has been conducted. To measure the perfor-
mance of the keyword-based search, Lucene [48] with the default
function was used. Lucene is frequently used as a baseline keyword-
based system in IR. The Lucene [48] scoring uses a combination of the
VSM and the Boolean model to determine how relevant a given docu-
ment is to a user's query.

Fig. 5 shows an example of search results with the test query
“railing” applied to the benchmark collection of online BIM documents.
We typically display the webpages corresponding to top three query
results (from left to right), where the top row is our ranking results
and the bottom row is the ones using the keyword-based search. For
the keyword-based search, only the webpages that contain the
keywords “railing” or “rail” are returned. However, some top search
results, such as the webpage “Heavy-Duty Screen Doors” in Fig. 4 that
just has a rail material description, don't sufficiently reflect user's search
intent (“railing”). In contrast, using our method, some ontology's
concepts (e.g., “balustrade”, “handrail” and “guardrail”) associated
with the input query “railing” are expanded as new query terms.
Consequently, the most relevant webpages, which are not only similar
to the input query word (i.e., “railing”) but also semantically satisfying
the expanded concepts (e.g., “guardrail” or “balustrade”), tend to be
ranked at the top in our system. For example, rank 1 in Fig. 4 is a
webpage about “aluminum Wall Mounted Handrails”, rank 2 in Fig. 4
is the one about “stainless steel handrail”, and rank 3 in Fig. 4 is the
one about “an indoor/outdoor LED-based handrail”. In this way, BIM
documents, which do not only hit the query keywords but also seman-
tically satisfy an information seeker's needs, can be found. The example
suggests that our retrieval method has an obvious advantage over the
keyword-based search in BIM-specific domain.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
run an experiment of information retrieval on a document collection.
Currently, the document collection contains a total number of 15,176
BIM documents acquired from Autodesk Seek [2]. Autodesk Seek pro-
vides three industry-standard classifications (including MasterFormat,
OmniClass and UniFormat) for browsing BIM model catalogue. In this
test, we typically select OmniClass as the baseline classification of BIM
documents for our retrieval evaluation. The OmniClass number of each
BIM document is obtained through crawling the categories from the
website, and the OmniClass number is used for “ground truth” for
each test query. For instance, the OmniClass number “23.35.00.00” has
its name “Covering, Cladding, and Finishes”. Then, we conceive of a
test query “Covering, Cladding, and Finishes”, and judge whether each
webpage in the search results belongs to the corresponding OmniClass
classification (i.e., “23.35.00.00”) or its subclass (e.g., “23.35.20.21”).
There are 30 test queries used in our test.

To measure the performance of our method, we adopt the standard
evaluation procedure from information retrieval, namely precision–re-
call curves, which is used for evaluating the retrieval results [49,50].
The precision–recall curves describe the relationship between precision
and recall for an information retrieval method. In the precision–recall
curve, the number of relevant documents for each query is denoted as
Relevant, the number of documents retrieved for the query is denoted
as Retrieved, and the number of relevant documents correctly retrieved
is denoted as Relevant ∩ Retrieved. Then the recall is defined as
Relevant∩Retrieved

Relevant
, and the precision is defined as Relevant∩Retrieved

Retrieved
for each

experiment. It is desirable to achieve both high precision and recall,
but unfortunately this is rather difficult to achieve, especially for the
text-based retrieval problem.

We compare our method with several retrieval methods, which
include the keyword-based search (Lucene), query expansion based
on WordNet (synonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms, respectively).
Fig. 6 shows the average precision–recall curves. The results show that
our method performs better than both the keyword-based search and
WordNet-based query expansion methods.

In addition to the precision–recall curves, we also evaluate other
quantitative statistics for evaluation of retrieved results. Specifically,
we compute E-measure and F-measure [51]. F-measure (also F-score)
is ameasure of a test's accuracy, and it is the harmonicmeanof precision
and recall. The F-measure is defined as

Fβ¼ 1þβ2ð Þ⋅ Precision⋅Recall
β2⋅Precisionþ Recall

:

It measures the effectiveness of retrieval with respect to a user who
attaches times as much importance to recall as precision. β is a
non-negative real value denoting the times as much importance to
recall as precision. Since the recall and precision are both important in
BIM resource retrieval, we set β = 1 to let the recall and precision rate
evenly weighted.

Another score combining precision and recall is E-measure, which
means the effectiveness measure:

E ¼ 1− 1

α
1

Precision
þ 1−αð Þ 1

Recall

:

In our test, α is set as 0.5 when β is 1. Table 2 gives F-measure and
E-measure of ourmethod and other methods. By examining the results,
we can see that our method is higher in performance compared with
other methods.

7. Conclusions and future work

Based on IFC IR Ontology and local context analysis (LCA), this paper
has introduced an automatic query expansion method for retrieving
online BIM resources. IFC IR Ontology can be used for the disambi-
guation of terms on online BIM documents. Ontology-based query



Table 2
F-measure and E-measure of our method and others.

Method F-measure E-measure

Keyword-based search 0.180093695 0.819906305
WordNet synonym 0.162367191 0.875350332
WordNet hyponym 0.189367722 0.837632809
WordNet hypernym 0.124649668 0.810632278
Our method 0.24816183 0.75183817
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expansion enables the addition of standardized domain terms for search
query, while LCA, through BIM document analysis, offers the broader
scope of terms related to user information needs. The experimental
results show that ourmethod can achieve better efficiency for retrieving
BIM documents, than traditional keyword-based search and WordNet-
based query expansion methods.

In the current implementation, only the inheritance relationship and
the type enumeration in the IFC ontology are used for expanding and
matching BIM documents. In our ongoing work, we are trying to use
the properties and restrictions in the ontology for searching BIM
models. One alternative way is to extract and convert each BIM model
into in RDF or OWL format, and query with SPARQL.

One of the limitations of our method is that the single IFC ontology
cannot fully cover the IR needs of BIM-specific domain because of its
multidisciplinary and multistakeholder nature. Therefore, there is a
need to combine or merge the IFC ontology with some existing AEC
ontologies such as Uniclass or OmniClass [52], so that more extensive
BIM resources can be covered. In the future, we would like to integrate
more AEC ontologies (e.g., OmniClass) in the search engine. On the
other hand, the number of expansion terms using LCA is arguable. Too
few expansion terms may have no impact, and too many will cause a
query drift. A more effective query expansion method is another future
direction of research.

The experiment described in Section 6.2 is essentially a system-
oriented evaluation [21], where the benchmark collection of BIM
documents is acquired from Autodesk Seek [2] and OmniClass is used
as the baseline classification of BIM documents for retrieval evaluation.
Although such a system-oriented experiment can help evaluating the
effectiveness of particular document ranking, it cannot examine the
full operational characteristics of the proposed search engine. Therefore,
a user-centered evaluation [53] might be conducted to supplement the
system-oriented experiment by multiple humans independently.
In particular, the inter-rater agreement (or inter-rater reliability) of
document ranking can be assessed by some statistical measures such
as Fleiss' kappa [54]. The user-centered evaluation studies will be left
as part of our future work.
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